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�� Introduction

Image sequence analysis is becoming a very active
�eld of research because of its large set of potential
applications� For example� the MPEG� video coding
standard speci�es how to code and compose video ob�
jects� However� the standard does not say how these
objects can be extracted from an original sequence�
In some cases� the extraction can easily be done at
the production stage� but most of the time� unsuper�
vised segmentation tools are necessary to set up an
application� Services involving large video databases
are also rapidly appearing� The e�cient use of these
services implies the de�nition of automatic analysis
tools that can� at least partially� give access to what
is happening in the sequence�

A very large set of tools and algorithms can be con�
sidered as �sequence analysis	 tools� They range from
the study of low level characteristics of the signal such
as the color of the pixels to high level feature extrac�
tion such as the spatio�temporal de�nition of objects
with a semantic meaning� In this paper� we focus on
an intermediate level that combines what is traditio�
nally seen either as ��ltering	 or as �segmentation	�
Tools studied in this paper aim at the de�nition of re�
gions based on some homogeneity criteria 
segmenta�
tion aspect� possibly with some constraints 
�ltering
notion�� Note that in order to de�ne a complete seg�
mentation algorithm� both �ltering and segmentation
tools are generally used�

Filters are generally used as pre�processing to re�
move part of the image content� They generally re�
move noise or some details that are not pertinent
for the segmentation� In the context of a segmen�
tation application� these �lters should eliminate part
of the information but preserve as much as possible
the shape of the remaining objects� Examples of �l�
ters with this property are known as connected ope�

rators ���� ���� ��� They interact with the image
by merging the connected components of the space
where the signal is constant 
called �at zones�� As a
result� they do not introduce any new contour in the
image� They perfectly preserve some contours and
remove others� These �lters are extensively used in
segmentation applications ���� ���� ���� ����

A large number of popular segmentation appro�

aches also relies on merging strategies� The appro�
ach consists in� �rst� de�ning a set of initial regi�
ons and� second� in progressively merging regions to
create a partition of the image� For instance in the
Split�Merge ��� algorithm� the set of initial regions is
de�ned by the Split process and the merging is perfor�
med between the initial regions depending on a homo�
geneity criterion� The Region growing algorithm �� is
another example� it relies on the merging of the set of
initial regions with individual neighboring pixels that
belong to an uncertainty area� Finally� the classical
morphological tool for segmentation is the watershed

���� ���� It also relies on a merging strategy� the ini�
tial regions are the regional minima of the gradient of
the image to segment� and these minima are progres�
sively expanded by merging of neighboring pixels in
an order de�ned by the gradient value� Finally� the
coding oriented segmentation algorithm presented in
��� also follows this basic merging strategy taking into
account the coding cost of the resulting segmentation�

Connected operators�
Split�Merge� Region growing and the watershed al�
gorithms have been created in di�erent contexts and
for di�erent applications� Connected operators have
been designed as a �ltering tool whereas the others
are devoted to segmentation� However� they all rely
on the same fundamental merging process� The ob�
jective of this paper is to investigate the basic features
of the merging process and to see how the ��ltering
viewpoint	 can bene�t from the �segmentation view�
point	 and vice�versa� This study is done within the
framework of sequence analysis and the lattice of par�
titions will be used as theoretical framework to study
merging algorithms� We will see that the algorithms
previously mentioned are extensive operators in this
lattice� As major output of this study� we will cre�
ate self�dual connected operators� that is connected
operators having the same e�ect on dark and bright
parts of the image and we will see how ideas coming
from the ��ltering viewpoint	 can be used to select
robust segmentation criteria and to e�ciently imple�
ment them� Note that the implementation issue is
a key point since the widespread use of a 
sequence
analysis� tool strongly depends on its computational
e�ciency�

The organization of this paper is as follows� Sec�
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tion � reviews the basic notions of connected opera�

tors� region growing and proposes a general merging
strategy� Then� the general framework of partition
lattice is presented� An e�cient implementation of
the merging process is proposed in section �� Based
on the general merging process� section � de�nes new
connected operators useful for sequence preprocessing
and segmentation� Section � discusses sequence seg�
mentation algorithms relying either on gray level or
on motion homogeneity� Finally� section � is devoted
to the conclusions�

�� Extensive operators in partition lattices

���� Region growing algorithm and connected opera�

tors

In the classical region growing algorithm� the set of
initial regions is the set of image pixels� Then� ba�
sed on a similarity measure or a distance� neighboring
pixels are progressively merged to create regions� A
classical example of similarity measure is the di�e�
rence of mean gray level values� Note that the mer�
ging order is not known at the beginning of the pro�
cess� Indeed� after each merging� the algorithm has
to look for the neighboring pixel of a region that mi�
nimizes its distance to the region� However� when one
pixel is merged with a region� the distance between
this region and the remaining neighboring pixels may
change� As a result� the merging order can only be
de�ned step by step during the merging process itself�
This merging process is iterated until a termination
criterion is reached� To use a region growing algo�
rithm� the main di�culty consists in �nding a good
similarity criterion and an e�cient implementation�

Connected operators are morphological �ltering to�
ols that cannot introduce new contours in the image
and can only merge �at zones� The most well known
connected operators are the opening 
or closing� by

reconstruction and the area opening 
or closing��
Most of them are either extensive or anti�extensive
operators in the lattice of gray level functions�� In
practice� this means that they either deal with bright
or dark image components� Let us describe the �lte�

�An operator � is extensive �anti�extensive� in the lattice of
gray level functions if for each pixel the gray level value of
the �ltered image is always larger �smaller� than the gray level
value of the input image�

ring process in the case of an anti�extensive operator
such as an opening� First� the connected components
of the space corresponding to each regional maximum
are computed� Then� the operator assesses a given
criterion value for each connected component 
in the
case of an area opening� the criterion value is the
number of pixels�� If the criterion value 
the number
of pixels� is higher than a given threshold� the con�
nected component is preserved� otherwise it is merged
with the �at zone
s� of closest lower gray level value�
Finally� the procedure is repeated on the connected
component resulting from the merging until the cri�
terion value becomes higher than the threshold� Note
that the merging order is de�ned by the absolute gray
level value� The �rst pair of regions that is studied is
the pair involving the brightest regions� Then� pro�
gressively� pairs of regions of lower gray level values
are processed� The operator is anti�extensive because
the gray level values of the pixels of the �ltered image
are lower than the gray level values of the original pi�
xels�

Let us note that the algorithm used for the con�
nected operator has strong similarities with a region
growing process� It also involves an initialization step
de�ning a set of initial regions 
connected compo�
nents corresponding to regional maxima� and it in�
volves a merging step� There are� however� some im�
portant di�erences�

� The merging order is known a priori� Indeed�
the algorithm starts with regions of high gray
level value and progressively goes down in the
gray scale� The merging steps that are perfor�
med do not modify the processing order� This
key di�erence explains why several e�cient im�
plementations of connected operators have been
proposed in the past ���� Generally� the idea is
to use First�In�First�Out 
FIFO� queues or even
hierarchical FIFO queues to have a very fast ac�
cess to the pair of regions to merge in the next
step�

�� The second di�erence between connected opera�
tors and region growing algorithm is that con�
nected operators make use of a criterion to decide
whether a given merging has to be done or not� In
our previous example� the criterion is the size of
the connected components� In fact� the merging
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order de�nes the order in which pairs of regions
are processed by the algorithm� and the merging
criterion decides whether a pair of regions has to
be merged or not� In the case of a region growing
algorithm� the merging criterion is simply a ter�
mination criterion� That is all pairs of regions
de�ned by the merging order are actually mer�
ged until a termination criterion is reached 
for
example� the number of regions�� This di�erence
is rather natural since a segmentation algorithm�
such as the region growing� intends to de�ne the
objects present in the image� However� connec�
ted operators are sieving tools� Therefore� beside
the homogeneity notion represented by the mer�
ging order� they make use of a criterion 
such as
the size� to select the objects of interest�

�� Finally� when a connected operator merges two
�at zones� the lowest gray level value of the pi�
xels contained in the region is assigned to the
resulting connected component� This gray level
assignation strategy means that there is an im�
plicit modeling of the gray level values� each re�
gion is represented by the lowest gray level value
of its pixels� Connected operators are e�cient
simpli�cation tools especially in the context of
segmentation� however� in practice they have a
major drawback� they just deal with regional ma�
xima� By using the dual operator�� one can cre�
ate extensive connected operators that deal with
region minima� However� they do not deal with
regions of intermediate gray level values and are
not self�dual 
an operator � is said to be self�
dual if it is dual of itself� In our case� it means�
�
f
x�� � ��
�f
x����

���� General merging algorithm

Taking into account the interesting features of the
region growing algorithm and connected operators let
us de�ne now a general merging strategy� The propo�
sed algorithm works on the Region Adjacency Graph

RAG�� The RAG is a set of nodes representing con�
nected components of the space 
either regions or �at
zones� and a set of links connecting two neighboring
nodes� Each RAG represents a partition of the image�

�If � is a connected operator and f�x� the original image the
dual operator �� is de�ned by� ���f�x�� � ����f�x���

Note that� in this approach� each node of the graph
can represent a region� a �at zone 
which is a speci�
�c kind of region� or even a single pixel� A merging
algorithm on this graph is simply a technique that re�
moves some of the links and merges the corresponding
nodes� In the sequel� we assume that the merging is
done in an iterative way� To completely specify a
merging algorithm one has to de�ne three notions�

� The merging order� it de�nes the scanning or�
der of the links� that is the order in which the
links are studied to know whether or not they
should disappear� This order O
R�� R�� is a real
value and is a function of each pair of neighboring
regions R�� R��

�� The merging criterion� each time a link is pro�
cessed� the merging criterion decides if the mer�
ging has actually to be done or not� It is also a
function C
R�� R�� of two neighboring regions R�

and R�� but it can only take two values 
�merge	
and �do not merge	��

�� The region model� when two regions are mer�
ged� the model de�nes how to represent the union
and what are the main characteristics that should
be kept in order to continue the process 
that is
to compute future merging criterion values and
possibly the future merging order�� Let us denote
this model by M
R��

Note that this merging strategy allows the imple�
mentation of both region growing algorithms and con�
nected operators� In the case of a region growing
algorithm� the three notions have the following fea�
tures� �rst� the merging order is de�ned by the si�
milarity measure between two regions� Second� the
merging criterion always states that two regions have
to be merged until a termination criterion is reached

for example� a minimum number of regions or a qua�
lity criterion�� Third� the model de�nes a gray level
function 
for example the mean� that can be used
in the future to compute the similarity between the
regions and their neighbors� In the case of a connec�
ted operator such as an opening by reconstruction or
an area opening� the three notions are also present�
�rst� the merging order is simply de�ned by the ab�
solute gray level value� Second� the merging criterion
relies on the assessment of a criterion 
for example�
the number of pixels of each region in the case of
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an area opening� and� third� each region is modeled�
after merging� by the lowest gray level value�

The de�nition of a complete algorithm requires the
speci�cation of the merging order� the merging crite�
rion and the model� To illustrate this approach� let us
intuitively analyze the meaning of the merging order
and of the merging criterion� The merging order de�
�nes the homogeneity notion and is closely related to
the notion of objects� In the case of a region growing
algorithm� if the similarity measure is equal to the
gray level di�erence� objects are assumed to be con�
nected components and homogeneous in gray level
value� In the example of connected operators pre�
viously described� objects are assumed to be bright
parts of the image� As already pointed out� the di�e�
rence between a �lter and a segmentation algorithm
mainly relies on the merging criterion� In the case of
a segmentation algorithm� we would like to de�ne all
objects� this means that the merging criterion should
always state that the merging has to done until a ter�
mination criterion is reached� In the case of a �lter�
the objective is to select some objects among the set
of all possible objects� This means that the merging
criterion should act as a sieve among the set objects
de�ned by the merging order�

��	� Partition lattice

In order to theoretically study the characteristics
of RAG oriented processing of images� it is conve�
nient to de�ne a mathematical structure called the
partition lattice ���� A lattice is a set of elements
with a partial order relation� �� in which any set of
elements possesses a supremum� �� and an in�mum�
�� In the case of a partition lattice� elements are all
the possible partitions Pi of the image E� Denote by
fRn

i gn the set of regions of partition Pi� Let us use
the following partial order relation�

De
nition �� Partition Pi is smaller than partition
Pj if all pixels belonging to a given region of Pi also
belong to a single region of partition Pj �

Pi � Pj �� �x� y � Rn
i �	m such that x� y � Rm

j


�

Partition Pi is said to be smaller or �ner than par�
tition Pj � By duality� the 
 relation can be de�ned�
Pi 
 Pj if for each pixel x� y belonging to two dif�

ferent regions of Pi� x� y also belong to two di�erent
regions of partition Pj � Note that � is only a partial
order and that two arbitrary partitions may not be
comparable� However� when partitions can be com�
pared� the order relation characterizes a hierarchical
structure between them� The largest partition is the
partition made of one single region� the image itself�
The smallest partition is created by considering that
each individual pixel forms one region� In a lattice�
two dual operators are generally de�ned� the in�mum
and the supremum� The in�mum of a set of partiti�
ons� �fPig� is a partition made of the intersections of
all regions in the set of partitions� By contrast� two
pixels x� y belong to the same region of the supremum
of a set of partitions� �fPig� if there exists at least
one region in one of the partitions Pi that contains
these two pixels�

The de�nition of a lattice is mainly useful to study
the properties of the operators that act on its ele�
ments� The most important properties of a lattice
operator � are the following�

� � is anti�extensive if its output is always sma�
ller than its input� Here� for any partition Pi�
�
Pi� � Pi� In terms of segmentation� the ope�
rator is a splitting algorithm that maintains the
contour of the input partition and de�nes some
new contours by splitting the existing regions�
Examples of such operators can be found in par�
ticular in ���� ����

� � is extensive if its output is always larger than
its input� Pi � �
Pi�� The operator is a merging
algorithm� This property is the common point
between connected operators and region growing
algorithms� The objective of this paper is to fo�
cus on this class of extensive partition operators�
Note that� in the case of the partition lattice�
�extensive	 means �merging	� It has not to be
mistaken with �extensive	 in the context of the
lattice of gray level functions� In this latter case�
a closing is extensive because the output gray le�
vel values are higher than the input gray level
values�

� An operator � is idempotent if �Pi� �
�
Pi�� �
�
Pi�� This property is quite important because
it guarantees that the operator has totally pro�
cessed the input and there is no need to use it
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twice� In the context of an extensive partition
operator� this property means that the merging
process has a clear and stable termination crite�
rion�

� An operator � is increasing if �Pi� Pj � Pi �
Pj � �
Pi� � �
Pj�� In other words� the opera�
tor preserves the relation between the partitions�
In particular� if there is a hierarchical relation
between two input partitions� this hierarchical
relation is preserved after the processing by ��
As will be seen in the sequel� this property is not
easy to obtain with simple connected operators
or region growing algorithms�

In the following� we focus on extensive partition
operators� As mentioned previously� the de�nition of
such an operator relies on three major points� the
merging order� the merging criterion and the region
model� Before analyzing some examples� let us des�
cribe how they can be e�ciently implemented�

�� E�cient implementation of the merging

process

	��� Merging algorithm on a RAG structure

This section is devoted to the e�cient implementa�
tion of the merging algorithm described in section ��
As will be seen� the algorithm uses a hierarchical
queue able to deal with �oating point priorities and
a RAG structure� The RAG structure is depicted in
Fig� �A� The classical RAG is a graph where each
node represents a region of the image and is connec�
ted to its neighbors� The graph structure used here
is similar but contains some more information� The

white nodes in Fig� �A� called �region�nodes	� repre�
sent the regions of the image� whereas the black no�
des� called �link�nodes	� represent the links between
regions� Observe that each link�node points to the
two region�nodes it is linking while each region�node
points to the neighboring link�nodes� By using this
representation� the access to the set of links�nodes
that should be updated after the merging of two
region�nodes can be done e�ciently� Suppose� for
example� that R� and R	 are merged 
see Fig� �B��
The link to remove is L�� and the link�nodes whose
ordering has to be updated are L� and L	�

In Fig� �� the general scheme of the merging pro�
cess is represented� In each block� the merging no�
tion involved 
merging order� merging criterion and
region model� is described� The merging algorithm
can be divided into two stages� The �rst one 
�ini�
tialization	 block� is devoted to the initialization of
the structures needed for the merging� i�e� the RAG
structure and the hierarchical queue 
the latter will
be discussed in the sequel�� Each region is initialized
by computing its model� The set of initial regions can
be either the set of pixels 
each pixel is one region��
the set of �at zones or any pre�segmentation� The
next step consists in calculating the merging order
for each link�node using the model of the associated
region�nodes� Finally� each link�node is inserted in
the hierarchical queue at the position de�ned by the
merging order� This ordering 
represented by a �oa�
ting point number� de�nes the insertion point of each
link�node into the hierarchical queue�

Once the �rst stage is completed� the merging pro�
cess begins� Observe that the merging algorithm is
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an iterative process that ends once the hierarchical
queue is empty� The �rst step in this iterative pro�
cess is to extract the highest priority link�node of the
queue� The next step consists in deciding whether the
link�node has to be merged or not� This merging� as
discussed in previous sections� is de�ned by the �mer�
ging criterion	� If the merging criterion decides not to
merge the regions� the algorithm returns to the �rst
block of the merging algorithm� Note that this deci�
sion is �nal in the sense that the link�node is removed
from the queue and the corresponding pair of regions
will never be merged� If the merging criterion deci�
des to merge� the next step consists in merging the
information of both regions associated to the link� As
a result� the region model has to be updated� In or�
der to obtain an e�cient implementation� a recursive
algorithm is needed to avoid redundant computati�
ons� �Recursive	 here means that the model of the
union of the two regions should be computed from
the models of the two initial regions� The drawback
of this strategy is the need of memory allocation for
each region model and� therefore� the memory cost
may be high� Once the regions have been merged�
the values of the merging order of the neighboring
links are updated� This implies the extraction of the
corresponding links from the queue� the computation

of the new priority 
using the models of neighboring
regions� and the insertion of the links into the queue
with their new priority� At this point the merged
RAG structure has been computed and updated� the
iterative process starts again by checking if the queue
is empty�

This implementation of the merging algorithm has
strong similarities with e�cient implementations of
connected operators involving the so�called recons�
truction process and of the watershed algorithm ����
���� In all cases� the key element of the algorithm is
the hierarchical queue� In the context of our general
merging algorithm� the main features of the queue
should be� �rst� fast access� insertion and deletion of
an element and� second� no constraints on the dyna�
mic range of the priority 
�oating point ordering��

	��� Hierarchical queues and binary trees

A hierarchical queue is a queue where each element
has a given priority� The elements can be introduced
in any order in the queue� and the extraction is done
in descending order of priority 
the elements with hig�
her priority are extracted �rst�� Elements having the
same priority follow a First�In�First�Out 
FIFO� rule�
Hierarchical queue structures have been extensively
used for fast implementation of connected operators
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or for the watershed algorithm ���� ���� The main
di�erence with the implementation proposed here is
that the merging order is a priori de�ned in the case
of classical connected operators or of the watershed�
whereas the merging order has to be constantly upda�
ted in our case� Therefore� the hierarchical queue has
to be updated and re�organized on line� It can be seen
as a dynamic hierarchical queue by contrast to the
more classical �static	 hierarchical queue� Another
drawback of the classical hierarchical queue is that it
is generally limited in the range of priority it can deal
with and does not allow a �oating point priority�

The solution proposed here is based on a binary
tree ���� Binary trees are extensively used to imple�
ment fast searching� insertion and deletion algorithms
and have no constraints on the dynamic range of the
data allocated in it� The basic idea behind the imple�
mentation of hierarchical queues with binary trees is
depicted in Fig� ��A� Each node of the tree represents
a given priority� A left child node is characterized by
having a priority lower than its father� while a right
child node has a priority greater than its father� At
each node� the link�nodes having the same priority
are stored in a FIFO structure�

In order to extract the node 
and therefore the list
of link�nodes� with highest priority� one begins with
the root node and walks down the tree using the right
branches until a node with no right branch is found�

Search� insertion and deletion of nodes in the queue
can be done in O
log�N� steps where N is the num�
ber of nodes in the tree ���� One of the drawbacks of
using binary trees to implement hierarchical queues
is that the tree may degenerate� This problem hap�
pens when the input data 
in the merging algorithm
the input data is the merging order� is not random�
Suppose� for example� that the ordering depends on
the area of the region� for example� the higher the
area� the lower the priority� As a result� the prio�
rity of the links will decrease as the regions grow in
area� This results in a tree that �leans	 too much
to the left 
see Fig� ��B�� In this case� the O
log�N�
e�ciency does not hold anymore� because the tree is
becoming a simple FIFO queue� Fortunately� there
is a solution to this problem called �balanced trees	�
The method ���� ���� is based on keeping track of the
balance factor of the tree each time an element is in�
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serted or deleted� A rough idea is presented in Fig� ��
at each node� the height of the left tree minus the
height of the right one is computed 
the height at a
given node is de�ned as the length of the longest path
from the node to a leaf node�� A binary tree is called
balanced if the balance factor of every node of the
tree never di�ers by more than �� If unbalancing
occurs because of insertion or deletion� the balancing
is reestablished properly by �rotating	 some nodes of
the tree�

The algorithm involved in the balancing of the tree
is very e�cient if one has to manage thousands of
nodes� E�cient implementations of insertion and de�
letion using balancing techniques can be found in �����

	�	� E�ciency of the algorithm

The e�ciency of the algorithm turns out to be very
high� In practice� for simple models 
constant or �rst
order�� the computation time is about the same as for
a connected operator or a watershed algorithm� For
instance� if one starts at the pixel level 
initial regions
made of one pixel� and merge progressively regions
until the partition is made of one single region� the
CPU time is about �� second 
about ten seconds� for
a QCIF 
CIF� frame on a ���MHz Pentium�

�� Simpli�cation tools

The objective of this section is to present some new
connected operators that can be used to simplify an
image or an image sequence either to analyze it or
as pre�processing before a segmentation algorithm�
As discussed in the introduction� connected opera�
tors used in practice are interesting as region�based
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simpli�cation tools� However they deal with either
bright or with dark image components� In particular�
they do not deal with transition areas between dark
and bright components� With the structure de�ned
in sections � and �� it is rather easy to create new con�
nected operators that are self�dual in the gray level
sense� To this end� one has to de�ne the merging or�
der O
R�� R��� the merging criterion C
R�� R��� and
the region model MR
x� in such a way that the re�
sulting operator be self�dual�

��� Region model� MR

The �rst choice that has to be made is how each
region is going to be modeled� For instance� in the
case of an opening 
a closing�� each region is modeled
by the lowest 
highest� gray level value of its pixels�
Obviously� this model does not allow the creation of
self�dual operators� In this section we assume that
the model is constant within the region 
MR
x� � C��
Two simple self�dual models of a gray level distribu�
tion are the mean and the median� In order to allow a
fast implementation of the merging process� the mo�
del of region R � R� � R� should be computed re�
cursively from the models of the two merged regions
R� and R�� In the case of the mean model� one has
to compute the weighted average of the mean of each
region�

MR � 
N�MR�
�N�MR�

��
N� � N�� 
��

where N� and N� denote the numbers of pixels of each
region� In the case of the median� one has simply to

select the model of the largest region 	�

if N� � N� � MR � MR�

��

if N� � N� � MR � MR�

��

if N� � N� � MR � 
MR�
� MR�

��� 
��

The median is known to be a robust estimator and�
from our practical experience� it is indeed more ro�
bust than the mean� In fact� it rapidly de�nes areas
where the model is stable� These areas can be seen as
the core of the �nal regions� Then� small regions are
progressively merged to the core without modifying
the model� This property does not hold in the case of
the mean� since the merging of a small region with a
large one also modi�es the model of the large region�
In the sequel� we assume that the median is used in
all cases 
except if stated di�erently�� Note that the
model can be used for gray level images as well as for
color or multichannel images such as dense motion
�elds� In this case� MR is a multidimensional model
and each component is modeled independently� Fi�
nally� let us mention that the median and the mean
models are constant within the region� They can be
considered as simple zero order models� However� in
section �� the model will be extended to a �rst order
model in order to deal with motion homogeneity� Of
course� in this last case� the de�nition of connected
operator should be extended since �at zones are not
constant any more�

��� Merging order� O
R�� R��

The merging order de�nes the notion of object� It
can be seen as a measure of the likelihood that two
neighboring regions belong to the same object� Let
us assume in a �rst step that we deal with gray level
images� In this case� a natural measure is the squa�
red error between the original image and the model
in the region of support de�ned by R � R� � R��
O
R�� R�� �

P
x�R��R�


f
x��MR��R�

x���� if f
x�

denotes the gray level value of the original image at
position x� This criterion actually allows the extrac�
tion of meaningful objects that are homogeneous in
gray level� however it does not de�ne precisely the

�Note that the resulting model is not exactly the median of
the original pixels since the median is computed in an iterative
way�
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contours� This drawback is related to the size de�
pendence of the criterion� Indeed� small regions have
a tendency to merge together since the squared er�
ror contribution of the union of two small regions is
small compared to the contribution resulting from the
merging with a large region� An alternative solution
is to use the di�erence between the models of the
two neighboring regions� O
R�� R�� � 
MR�

�MR�
��

or the Mean Square Error 
MSE�� O
R�� R�� �P
x�R��R�


f
x��MR��R�

x����
N��N��� where N�

and N� denote the numbers of pixels of regions R�

and R�� These criteria are independent of the size
and provide a very good de�nition of the contours�
however� they do not de�ne in a robust way the re�
gions themselves� In practice� they produce a few
large regions surrounded by a very large number of
tiny regions� To obtain a compromise between the
two previous orders� we propose the following mer�
ging order�

O
R�� R�� � N�
MR�
�MR��R�

��

� N�
MR�
�MR��R�

�� 
��

Note that� in the case of the median model and if R� is
smaller than R�� the model after merging is MR�

and
the order reduces to O
R�� R�� � N�
MR�

�MR�
���

It is the squared di�erence between the models weigh�
ted by the size of the smallest region� Finally� note
that the merging order can be easily extended to deal
with color or multichannel images� In this case� the
order is de�ned as a linear combination of the order
values computed on each component�

�	� Merging criterion� C
R�� R��

The function O
R�� R�� de�nes the order in which
the regions have to be processed� Following a given
homogeneity notion� it extracts the pair of regions
that most likely belongs to the same object� Now� the
objective of the merging criterion is to select among
the set of possible objects a few that ful�ll a given cri�
terion� This function allows the de�nition of �ltering�
that is sieving� tools�

For analysis or preprocessing� two criteria are par�
ticularly useful� area and contrast�

� Area merging criterion� The objective of this cri�
teria is to remove from the original image all ob�
jects that are smaller than a given threshold� To

this end� the criterion simply states that two re�
gions have to be merged if at least one of them
is smaller that a given threshold 
the size of the
region is de�ned as its number of pixels��
To see the e�ect of the operator� two original fra�
mes presented in Fig� � have been processed� The
resulting frames are shown in Fig� �� Fig� ��A and
B show the e�ect of a simpli�cation when the
area threshold is set to � pixels� These images
contain most of the original information except
the very small regions� For example� the texture
of the �sh has been removed� The process is a
connected operator and the contour information
of the objects that have not been removed is well
preserved� Note that both images are made of
�at zones of at least � pixels� These images can
be used as starting point for a segmentation algo�
rithm� The simpli�cation e�ect can also be seen
in the number of �at zones� the �ltered Foreman


Bream� frame is made of ��� 
���� �at zones
compared to the ���� 
���� �at zones of the
original frame� Fig� ��C and D show the same re�
sults when the area threshold is increased to ��
pixels� These images are clearly simpli�ed with
respect to the original frames 
all �at zones have
at least �� pixels��� Area simpli�cation of rat�
her large size is useful for example if one wants
to de�ne regions of reasonable size to allow the
estimation of the motion of each �at zone� Note
that the simpli�cation e�ect of this area operator
is di�erent from that of an area opening or clo�
sing� The operator proposed here not only deals
with bright or dark areas but also with transition
areas�

� Contrast merging criterion� the contrast between
two neighboring regions can be de�ned as the dif�
ference between the models of each region� As�
suming that the model is constant within the
region� we have� Contrast
R�� R�� � 
MR�

�
MR�

��� The contrast criterion merges two region
if Contrast
R�� R�� is lower than a given thres�
hold� This operator is illustrated in Fig� �� The
upper row shows the frame resulting from a con�
trast of � whereas the lower row deals with a
contrast of ��� As previously� the simpli�cation
is ��at zone oriented	 and the resulting numbers
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A	 Foreman sequence B	 Bream sequence

Fig� �� Original frames� Foreman ����� �at zones� Bream ����� �at zones                        

A	 Area �� pixels� ��� �at zones B	 Area �� pixels� ��� �at zones                        

C	 Area �� pixels� ��� �at zones D	 Area ��� pixels� �� �at zones

Fig� �� Area connected operator

of �at zones are given with the images�

From the partition lattice viewpoint� it can be
shown that both the area and the contrast operators
are extensive� but only the area operator is idempo�
tent� However� the iteration of the contrast operator
is idempotent� If we consider them as operators in
the lattice of gray level functions� they are self�dual
operators 
process dark and bright areas in a similar
way��

	� Image and sequence segmentation

���� Region model� merging order and merging cri�

terion

The main di�erence between a segmentation algo�
rithm and a �lter is the merging criterion which has
not to select some of the objects but rather to accept
all of them until a termination criterion is reached�
The termination criterion depends to a large extend
on the particular type of segmentation one wants to
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A	 Contrast �� ���� �at zones B	 Contrast �� ��� �at zones                        

C	 Contrast ��� �� �at zones D	 Contrast ��� ��� �at zones

Fig� �� Contrast connected operator

achieve� It will be more precisely described in the
following sections�

The model used within each region is a compromise
between its capacity to represent the homogeneity no�
tion of interest and its complexity� In section �� cons�
tant models have been used and the model corres�
ponding to the merging of two regions was computed
either as the weighted average or as the median of the
models of each region� This model has the advantage
of being very simple and is adequate for processing
gray level or color images if the number of regions
remains rather high� Of course� if the expected num�
ber of regions is very low 
regions will likely represent
more complex gray level distributions� or if the input
information has speci�c characteristics� the constant
model can be extended to a general polynomial mo�
del� In this section� we will use �rst order polynomials
of the type� MR
i� j� � �i��j��� where i� j denote
the spatial coordinates of the pixels� When two re�
gions are merged� this model can be updated either
by a mean square rule or by a median rule� In the
�rst case� the resulting polynomial is computed by
linear regression� whereas� in the case of the median�

the resulting model is equal to the model of the lar�
gest region� In the framework of sequence analysis�
�rst order polynomial models are particularly useful
to represent dense motion �elds� Indeed� a very large
number of natural motion such as translation� rota�
tion� zoom can be modeled on a region basis with this
kind of polynomials�

As in the case of �lters� the merging order de��
nes the homogeneity notion of the objects� In the
following� the homogeneity notion de�ned by equa�
tion � is used since it gives a good compromise
between region detection and contour localization�

���� Intra�frame segmentation

For intra�frame or still image segmentation� the de�
cision criterion simply de�nes the end of the merging
process� Two useful termination criteria are�

� the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio 
PSNR� between
the original image and the modeled one�

� the number of regions�

At each merging� the PSNR and the number of re�
gions decrease� Both criteria provide a clear termi�
nation point� Let us mention that if we consider the
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Fig� �� Hierarchical segmentation by merging

segmentation as an extensive operator in the parti�
tion lattice� the termination criterion involving the
number of region creates an idempotent operator but
not the PSNR criterion�

The merging strategy de�ned in section � is par�
ticularly useful to compute a set of hierarchical par�
titions� The approach is illustrated in Fig� �� Star�
ting from an initial partition� which can be either the
smallest partition of the space 
partition where each
individual pixel is a region� or the partition of �at zo�
nes� several merging steps are performed� Note that
with the implementation of section �� it is possible to
compute the full hierarchy with only one run of the
merging algorithm� Indeed� one has only to output
some of the partitions created at intermediate stages
of the merging process� This approach is therefore an
e�cient way to compute an entire hierarchy of par�
titions 
for example� the average computation time
is about �� second for QCIF images on a ���MHz
Pentium��

An example of hierarchical segmentation is shown
in Fig� �� The input image of the merging process
is the original frame� As a result� the segmentation
creates regions that are homogeneous in gray levels�
In Fig� �� we show images where each region has
been represented by its model 
median in this case��

Five partitions corresponding to PSNR values ran�
ging from �� to �� dB are presented� As can be seen�
partitions corresponding to �����dB provide simple
approximations of the original frame in terms of num�
ber of regions� However� the main objects of the scene
are precisely de�ned� Note that these partitions are
structured in a hierarchical way�

The same scheme can be used to deal with motion�
oriented segmentation� Assume that we start from
an initial segmentation resulting from a spatial seg�
mentation 
for instance� one of the levels of the pre�
vious example�� The motion can be estimated on
each region of the initial estimation� To this end� we
have used the technique described in ���� ���� This
technique assigns to each region a polynomial mo�
del describing the apparent motion in the horizontal
and the vertical directions� The model is estimated
using di�erential methods� From this motion model�
two dense motion �elds can be created by assigning
to each pixel the values of its horizontal and vertical
displacements� These two dense motion �eld ima�
ges are now used as input to the merging algorithm�
The original partition and the dense motion �elds are
shown on the upper row of Fig� �� To encode the
motion �elds� a gray value of �� has been assigned
to a displacement of zero and bright 
resp� dark� pi�
xels denote a positive 
resp� negative� displacement�
The merging process has to deal with a two compo�
nent image� As a result� the algorithm de�nes regions
that are homogeneous in the sense of its input ima�
ges� that is motion� The results of the segmentation
are shown in Fig� �� As can be seen� the algorithm
merges region on the basis of their motion homoge�
neity� The �nal segmentation shown in the lower row
of Fig� � involves � regions� � for the face and � for
the background� Note that the motion �eld is not
re�estimated during the merging process� This choice
was done to limit the computational complexity of
the algorithm� however� in future work we will inves�
tigate fast techniques to re�estimate the motion and
we will study the improvement that is obtained�

Before closing this section on intra�frame segmen�
tation� let us discuss a potential use of the merging
algorithm� An image analysis strategy often used in
mathematical morphology is the so�called granulo�

metry ���� The approach consists in using a hie�
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A	 Original frame B	 PSNR� � dB ��� regions	                        

C	 PSNR� �� dB ��� regions	 D	 PSNR� �� dB ��� regions	                        

E	 PSNR� �� dB ��� regions	 F	 PSNR� �� dB ��� regions	

Fig� �� Example of gray level intra�frame segmentation �termination criterion� PSNR	�

rarchical �ltering structure as the one presented in
Fig� � 
classically� the �lters are morphological ope�
ning with various size of the structuring element� and
in measuring an image characteristic 
classically the
integral of the gray level image� at each �lter output�
This strategy allows the characterization of what has
been removed by each �lter� Considering the segmen�
tation algorithm as a �ltering tool� the same approach
can be used to characterize the content of each frame�
Assume for example� that the segmentation��lter fo�
llows a gray level homogeneity criterion and that the
termination criterion is the PSNR� PSNR values ran�

ging from ��dB to ��dB are assigned to � levels of
the hierarchical structure of Fig� � and let us suppose
that we measure the number of regions of each re�
sulting partition� The results are shown in Fig� �
Three typical frames 
frames ���� ���� and �����
of the Foreman sequence have been processed and the
three corresponding curves are shown� These curves
de�ne how many regions are necessary to achieve a
given PSNR� Intuitively� this number is function of
the image �complexity	� for simple frames with a few
objects 
homogeneous in gray level�� the number of
regions necessary to achieve a given PSNR is rather
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Original partition with � regions Horizontal displacement Vertical displacement                                    

Partition with � regions Horizontal displacement Vertical displacement                                    

Partition with �� regions Horizontal displacement Vertical displacement                                    

Partition with � regions Horizontal displacement Vertical displacement

Fig� ��� Example of motion segmentation� �rst row� initial �spatial	 segmentation� last row� �nal segmentation�
intermediate rows� intermediate results of the merging process�
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Fig� ��� Number of regions as a function of the PSNR for three typical frames of the Foreman sequence�

low� By contrast� if the image involves a large num�
ber of contrasted objects� a high number of regions
is necessary to reach the same PSNR� This intuitive
discussion is con�rmed by Fig� � among the three
frames� the simplest one is the frame ����� It in�
volves a few objects and the sky covers most of the
frame� The corresponding curve is the lowest one�
By contrast� the most complex frame is frame �����
It involves a fairly high number of contrasted objects
and the corresponding curve is the highest one� Fi�
nally� frame ��� is of intermediate complexity and
produces a curve in�between the two previous ones�
Each curve 
or a reduced set of curve points� can be
used to characterize the image content�

This strategy can be extended to the analysis of
the sequence� Fig� � shows the number of regions
necessary to obtain a given PSNR as a function of
the frame number 
one over ten frames has been pro�

cessed�� It is plotted as a �D surface� Clearly� three
di�erent time sections can be identi�ed in this sur�
face� The �rst section involves frames �� to ���
which are of moderate complexity� The scene shows
a worker talking in front of building� The second sec�
tion 
frames ��� to ���� involves simple frames
resulting from a panning of the camera� Finally� the
third section 
frames ���� to ����� is composed of
complex frames with a large number objects� As can
be seen� the approach can be used to extract scenes
that have a similar �complexity	� Finally� note that
the interest of this approach relies not only on the
feature it extracts but also on its computational sim�
plicity�

��	� Sequence segmentation

In this section� we focus on a more complex segmen�
tation scheme combining several homogeneity crite�
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Fig� ��� Sequence analysis� Number of regions to obtain a given PSNR as a function of the frame number �Foreman
sequence	�

ria� The goal of the algorithm is to segment a video
sequence in a recursive and causal way� To this end�
we propose to de�ne at each time instant t a gray par�
tition Pg
t� 
partition where regions are homogeneous
in gray level
� and motion partition Pm
t� 
partition
where regions are homogeneous in motion�� The gray
partition is created by merging regions belonging to
an initial partition which is the partition of �at zo�
nes Pfz
t�� Similarly� the motion partition is created
by merging regions of the gray partition� As can be
seen� the three partitions are structured in a hierarc�
hical way� the lower level is made of �at zones� the
second level is the spatial segmentation and the up�
per level is the motion segmentation� This structure
has been selected for the two following reasons� �rst�
a contour between two �motion regions	 
regions ho�
mogeneous in motion� should coincide with a contour
between two �spatial regions	� Indeed� a precise spa�

�Note that we have actually implemented and tested a gray
level segmentation scheme however as described in section �
the approach can be easily extended to color segmentation�

tial de�nition of the contour can only be achieved in
the original image since no estimation has to be per�
formed� Second� in order to estimate the motion and
to perform a motion segmentation� elementary regi�
ons should have been previously de�ned� The motion
estimation can therefore rely on a partition that is re�
lated to the image� This approach avoids drawbacks
of block�based motion estimation�

Moreover� for the two upper levels of the hierarchy�
we would like to track regions in time� that is to relate
regions of partitions Pg
t� and Pm
t� with regions of
partitions Pg
t�� and Pm
t��� Region tracking is
useful for the segmentation itself� For example� when
estimating the motion of a region of the gray partition
at time t� one can discard pixels not belonging to
this region at time t�� Moreover� region tracking is
mandatory if one wants to analyze the time evolution
of the regions�

The global scheme is depicted in Fig� �� Assume
that the partition hierarchy Pfz
t� �� Pg
t� � and
Pm
t� � at time t�  is known� The purpose of the
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Fig� �� Sequence segmentation algorithm� Hierarchy of �at zones� gray level and motion partitions�

algorithm is to create a similar hierarchy at time t�
Note that Pfz
t� can be directly extracted from the
original frame� The �rst step of the algorithm is to
motion compensate partitions Pg
t�� and Pm
t���

This creates two predicted partitions dPg
t� and dPm
t��
Then� the �rst segmentation to be performed is the
gray level segmentation� It creates Pg
t� based on
the knowledge of the current partition of �at zones
Pfz
t� and the predicted gray partition dPg
t�� Once�
the gray partition Pg
t� has been created� the motion
of each region is estimated and a second segmentation
step is performed to create the motion segmentation
Pm
t�� In the following� these steps are more precisely
described and illustrated�

��	��� Motion compensation

The compensation of partitions Pg
t�� and Pm
t�
� is achieved in two steps� First� the motion of
each region of Pm
t � � is estimated� This mo�
tion describes the time evolution between frames at
time t �  and t� As in section ��B� a polynomial
motion model for each region is estimated by di�e�
rential optimization techniques ���� ���� Then� both
partitions Pg
t � � and Pm
t � � are compensated
using the technique described in ���� The compen�
sation is done on a pixel basis and can be viewed as
a forward projection 
from t �  towards t�� It de�

�nes three sets of areas� areas where the prediction
is done without con�ict� overlapping areas and unco�
vered areas� Overlapping areas correspond to pixels
where more than one region is compensated whereas
uncovered areas are areas where no region is compen�
sated� These con�icting areas do not correspond to
any region and are considered as uncertainty areas�
Note that the compensation result cannot be consi�
dered as a real partition since a large number of non�
connected uncertainty areas are present� Moreover�
the compensation process does not guarantee to have
only one connected component for each region� The
reader is referred to ��� for more details about this
compensation issue�

Examples of compensation can be seen in Fig� �
and Fig� �� These �gures are made of three columns�
the �rst one shows the partitions and modeled ima�
ges at time t � � the second one shows the com�
pensated information and the last column shows the
partitions at time t� Assume that partitions Pg
t��

Fig� ��A��D� and Pm
t � � 
Fig� ��A��A � are
known� The compensation results are presented in
Fig� ��B��E and in Fig� ��B��B � Partitions are
presented by assigning an arbitrary gray level value

label� to its pixels� In both cases� con�icting areas
are displayed in black� As can be seen� the compen�
sation de�nes quite precisely the main part of the
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Time t�  Compensation Time t
                                    

A	 Pg�t� �	 B	 dPg�t	 C	 Pg�t	                                    

D	 Modeled image at time t� � E	 Compensated modeled image F	 Modeled image at time t
                        

G	 Pfz�t� �	 H	 Pfz�t	                        

I	 Original frame at t� � J	 Original frame at t

Fig� ��� Example of gray level sequence segmentation� �rst column� partitions and frames at time t � �� second
column� compensated information� third column� partition and frames at time t� Partitions are represented with
their label to see the region tracking ability of the algorithm� Flat zones partitions involve more than ����� regions
and partitions Pg�t� �	 or Pg�t	 involve about �� regions�
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Time t�  Compensation Time t
                                    

A	 Pm�t� �	 B	 dPm�t	 C	 Pm�t	
                                                                        

A�	 Dense motion �elds B�	 Dense motion �elds C�	 Dense motion �elds
                        

D	 Pg�t� �	 E	 Pg�t	                                                

D�	 Dense motion �elds E�	 Dense motion �elds

Fig� ��� Example of motion sequence segmentation� �rst column� partitions and frames at time t� �� second column�
compensated information� third column� partition and frames at time t� Partitions are represented with their label
to see the region tracking ability of the algorithm� Gray level partitions Pg�t��	 or Pg�t	 involve about �� regions
and motion partitions Pm�t� �	 or Pm�t	 involve about � regions�

regions and con�icting areas appear at the transiti�
ons between regions� Finally� let us mention� that
together with the partitions� the modeled gray level
frames are also compensated 
Fig� ��E and ��B ��
These compensated frames will be necessary in the
segmentation step�

��	��� Gray level segmentation

The goal of this segmentation step is to merge regi�
ons of the �at zone partition Pfz
t� to create the gray
partition Pg
t� and to temporally link this partition
with Pg
t� �� To this end� two steps are used� �rst�
a temporal link is created and� second� a partition
is created� Both steps rely on the general merging
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algorithm described in section �� The main di�eren�
ces are the merging criteria and the way the labels

region numbers� are handled�

� Temporal link� This �rst step has some similari�
ties with the work reported in ���� Its goal is to
de�ne which regions of Pg
t� � are still present
at time t and what are their approximate positi�
ons� To this end� the algorithm allows the mer�
ging of regions of Pfz
t� that fall within the same
compensated region� This step can be implemen�
ted as the merging of regions of Pfz
t� with the
following region model� merging order and crite�
rion�

 Region model� as previously� the model is the

median 
constant within the region�� Howe�
ver� the processed image is a two�component
image made of the current frame and of the
compensated frame� When� two regions of
Pfz
t� are merged together� two models are
updated� one for the current frame and one
for the compensated frame�


 Merging order� The order is the one de�ned
by equation � modi�ed to deal with the two
components of the model� one order value is
computed by taking into account the gray le�
vel values of the original frame at time t� and
a second order value is computed with the va�
lues of the compensated frame� The �nal or�
der is de�ned as the average of the orders de��
ned by each model� This approach allows the
introduction of some memory in the merging
order computation�


 Merging criterion� the criterion de�nes a ter�
mination point based on the PSNR as in
the intra�frame segmentation described in sec�
tion �� The PSNR limit should be rather
high in order to create reliable temporal links�
However� the criterion is not only a termi�
nation criterion but also a decision criterion
since only regions that fall within the same
compensated region are allowed to merge�
Therefore� for each possible merging� the com�
pensated label corresponding to the two regi�
ons are analyzed and if the regions are not
totally included in the same compensated re�
gion� the merging is not allowed� Moreover�

regions that even partially fall within uncer�
tainty areas of the compensation are not mer�
ged�

At the end of the process� some regions of Pfz
t�
have merged� They can be considered as the core
of the regions that were present at time t � 
and that are still present at time t� They will be
identi�ed by the label of their corresponding past
region� Time tracking is therefore possible� The
last processing step is to clean the resulting label
image so that only one connected component is
preserved for each label� In practice� when one
label has several connected components� the lar�
gest one is preserved�

� Partition creation� Starting from the output of
the temporal link� a partition can be created by
continuing the merging process and relaxing the
constraints imposed by the merging criterion� In
fact� the processing is the same as the one used
for intra�frame segmentation� The region mo�
del is the median 
only the model of the current
frame is necessary�� the merging order is given by
equation � and the merging criterion is simply a
termination criterion de�ned by the PSNR� Note
that in this last merging process� some regions
are merged with regions de�ned during the tem�
poral link� These regions allow the precise de��
nition of the shape of regions that were present
at time t�� By contrast� some regions are mer�
ged together without involving any of the regions
de�ned by the temporal link� These regions are
new regions appearing at time t� They receive a
new label�

As can be seen� the gray level segmentation process
can be implemented as two separate merging steps or
as a single one� In this last case� the merging order
and criterion are modi�ed during the merging process
�rst� to create the temporal link and second� to de�ne
the �nal partition� The change is done when a given
PSNR is obtained�

This gray level segmentation process is illustrated
by Fig� �� The original frame at time t and its corres�
ponding �at zone partition are shown in Fig� ��H��J�
This partition involves a very high number of regions

more than ����� most of them with only one or two
pixels�� The gray level segmentation algorithm mer�
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ges the regions of the �at zone partition based on the
information of the image at time t 
Pfz
t� and the ori�

ginal frame� and the compensated information 
 dPg
t�
and the compensated frame�� The �nal result 
af�
ter temporal link and partition creation� is shown in
Fig� ��C��F� This result illustrates the time tracking
ability of the algorithm� Partitions Pg
t�� and Pg
t�
involves about �� regions� Most of the regions pre�
sent at time t� are still present at time t� They can
be easily identi�ed because they have the same label�
However� the algorithm has introduced some new re�
gions displayed with a bright label 
region around the
chin� for example��

��	�	� Motion estimation and segmentation

Once the gray level partition Pg
t� has been cre�
ated� a motion estimation is performed to assign a
dense motion �eld to each region� The same motion
estimation as the one previously discussed is used 
see
section ��B for example� and the segmentation itself
works as the gray level segmentation� The only dif�
ference is that the region model deals with the hori�
zontal and vertical displacements� It is a �rst order
polynomial to model a wide range of motions� Note
that as in section ��B� no motion re�estimation is per�
formed�

This segmentation step is illustrated in Fig� ��
This �gure has a similar layout than Fig� � but the
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original images are two dense motion �elds instead
of gray level values 
as before� the gray level value
�� represents a zero motion�� The algorithm mer�
ges regions of partition Pg
t� 
Fig� ��E� based on
the information at time t and of the compensated in�
formation dPm
t� 
Fig� ��B� and produces the �nal
segmentation Pm
t� 
Fig� ��C�� This partition invol�
ves � regions 
two for the face and six for the back�
ground�� These regions are homogeneous in motion
and are related to the corresponding regions at time
t�  
partition Pm
t� �� Fig� ��A�� As in the gray
level case� the algorithm is able to track� to introduce
or to eliminate regions� Finally� as can be noticed� at
each time instant� the set of partitions Pfz
t�� Pg
t�
and Pm
t� is structured in a hierarchical way�

��	�� Analysis of the Time evolution of regions

This segmentation tool is particularly adequate to
study the time evolution of the regions� Indeed� the
time correspondence between regions of the gray level
and motion partitions has been established� There�
fore� it is possible to study when regions are crea�
ted and when they disappear� An example of such
a study done on the gray level partition is shown in
Fig� � 
obviously� the same study can be done on
the motion partition�� The upper part of the �gure
shows the time evolution of all regions created in the
Foreman sequence� Each region is represented by a
horizontal line� The region label de�nes the vertical
position of the line and the life span of the region
is de�ned by the beginning and end of the line� As
can be seen� the algorithm is able to track regions
over a large number of frames� Moreover� the rate of
creation and elimination of regions is clearly related
to speci�c events in the scene� For example� around
frame ����� almost all past regions disappear and a
large number of new regions are created� This beha�
vior is typical of a change in the scene content� In the
case of the Foreman sequence� this corresponds to the
fast panning of the camera� Around frames �� and
��� there is also an increase in the number of regi�
ons because of the presence of new content 
uncove�
red part of the face and of the background�� Finally�
the lower part of the �gure shows the time correspon�
dence between some of the regions� This part of the
�gure illustrates the e�ciency of the tracking�

�� Conclusions

This paper has focussed on the class of operators
that are extensive in the lattice of partition� These
operators are merging techniques that can be viewed
either as �ltering tools or as segmentation algorithms�
The operator de�nition relies on three notions� �rst�
the merging order that de�nes the notion of objects
homogeneity� second� the merging criterion that cha�
racterizes the set of objects we are interested in and�
third� the region model that de�ne how objects are
represented�

The e�cient implementation of a merging opera�
tor relies on a good management of the distance va�
lue� that is the merging order� between each pair of
neighboring regions� At each time instant� one should
have� �rst� a very fast access to the next pair of regi�
ons to merge� and� second� an easy way to modify the
various merging order values as the merging process
goes on� The key element for a fast implementation
is a dynamic hierarchical queue� A very e�cient solu�
tion to this queue problem is to use a balanced binary
tree� The resulting operators o�er a processing 
�l�
tering or segmentation� time of about �� second for
QCIF images on ���MHz Pentium�

Using the same philosophy and implementation�
new �ltering and segmentation tools can be created�
Self�dual connected operators based on area and on
contrast have been proposed and illustrated� These
operators are particularly useful as pre�processing�
For the segmentation aspect� several algorithms have
been described� They can be used to segment images
or sequences with either a spatial or a motion crite�
rion� They can also be used to recursively segment
a sequence and to track its regions in time� Finally�
let us mention that the approach is particularly at�
tractive to create sets of hierarchical partitions� The
hierarchy can be homogeneous dealing either with a
gray level criterion or with a motion criterion� Howe�
ver� heterogeneous hierarchies can also be created� for
example involving spatial partitions on lower levels
and motion partitions on upper levels�
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